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Track View is an application that makes working with reports in the Wialon monitoring

system simpler and helps users to promptly assess the main work time indicators of the

monitored units including travel time, parking time, and downtime. Built-in fuel

algorithms help to identify possible fuel thefts even en route (important: the vehicle must

be equipped with an in-built fuel level sensor (FLS). Mileage and fuel consumption

indicators for the specified time interval are also available.

 While developing this app we focused on its visual component, namely, graphs, tracks,

markers for parking and stops, and general statistics. The following graphs are available

in the app: fuel level, vehicle speed, engine speed, and altitude above sea level.

To start working with Track View, please, follow this link.

 

Before you start working with the app, you must get authorized. To do so, please, enter

your Wialon login and password. If you do not have this data, please, contact Wialon

Operator's sales or  technical support department.

If the following information is displayed as a result of your authorization attempts:

TrackView: briefly about the application

upper panel;

workspace; 

map.

please, contact Wialon Operator's technical support department. 

The app interface features the following structural elements:
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The upper panel features Feedback and User Settings. If you click on Feedback, you will

be forwarded to a Google form that allows to leave comments regarding app operation

or suggestions for its improvement quickly and easily. 

User Settings allow to enable/disable messages, as well as activate the Crop

Automatically function. This function automatically recalculates the parameters of the

table with data on mileage and fuel consumption when the necessary area on the graph

is selected. The trip track uses the same algorithm.

TrackView: user Interface

The map occupies most of the screen. It displays trip tracks, parking markers, stops,

sensor values of monitored units, and other events in the Wialon monitoring system.

To navigate the map, left-click any spot on it and drag the map in the necessary direction

without releasing the mouse button. 

Upper panel

Map
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messages;

reports;

graphs and their settings; 

trip track.

After you click Upload messages, the following information will become available:

The workspace allows you to select any vehicle from the list of monitored units.

Completeness of this list depends on the access rights of the authorized user.

After you select the necessary unit, please, specify the interval for report execution. This

can be done manually (Other button) or by selecting one of the quick access intervals.

To select a quick access interval, press one of the following buttons: Yesterday, Today,

Week, or Month, and then click Upload messages. If you select the Week interval, the app

will execute a report for the current week, that is, from Monday to the current day. The

Month interval works similarly.

Workspace

TrackView: user Interface

IMPORTANT: Reporting inetrvals are limited to 2 months due to bulk data processing.
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In order to work with the Messages window, you must activate it in the User Settings, as

it is disabled by default.

The Messages tab displays the date and time of receipt of each message from the GPS

device. All messages are grouped by date and time. Only those messages that contain

coordinates are clickable. They are displayed in black. Messages without coordinates (for

example, if GPS device logs are transmitted) are displayed in red. You can view details of

all messages at once by clicking the Expand button.

Working with messages

TrackView: user Interface

Select a message from the expanded list by left-clicking it, and it will be highlighted in grey

in the table, while a respective marker will appear right on the trip track.
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Additionally, a prompt indicating the vehicle's location, as well as the necessary sensor

values, including mileage, fuel consumption, fuel level, external power and many more

will be displayed on the map.

By left-clicking a certain position on the trip track you can get a similar prompt for this

position

fuel level (an in-built FLS is required); 

speed (km/h);

altitude (altitude above sea level);

RPM (an RPM sensor is required).

Track View features 4 types of graphs: 

TrackView: user Interface

Working with graphs

Working with graphs
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stops, and fuel consumption. These are standard parameters that are necessary to
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Graph settings allow you to specify fuel consumption norms, as well as select the

necessary graphs for data analysis.

Please note that to enable generation of the fuel level graph, the vehicle must be

equipped with an in-built FLS. The RPM sensor requires connection to the vehicle's CAN

bus or, if the vehicle has none, to the generator.

Each graph reflects the changes of a certain sensor value over the given time interval.

To select the necessary graph type, please, go to Settings

TrackView: user Interface

Working with graphs
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This means that the module can identify, and most importantly visually display potential

fuel thefts. The system automatically puts such sections on a red background and shows

an exclamation mark on the fuel level graph. Optionally, the system can also highlight

suspicious track sections in red. This means that the vehicle exceeded the fuel

consumption norm on a specific section of the road.

TrackView: user Interface

Working with graphs

A new analytics module has been added. Relying on the FLS values, it allows to identify

suspicious route sections where fuel consumption exceeds the established norms. When

analyzing each trip, you can promptly change the fuel consumption norm in the Track

View settings (graph settings) with account of the vehicle's workload. 
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TrackView: user Interface

Working with graphs

You can also return to the original or the previous scale of the graph.

You can scale suspicious sections with a single click and work specifically with them. To

do this, use the Crop Interval button, which is summoned by right-clicking the mouse.

The Crop Interval button is also available in the upper left corner of the map.
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TrackView: user Interface

Working with graphs

Track View enables viewing information about individual points on any of the proposed

graphs. By left-clicking a point on the graph you can summon a pop-up tip with sensor

values of the monitored unit. 

If you mouse the cursor over a point on the graph, the system will view the respective

point on the track. 

Located on top, the Scroll Bar allows to scale (zoom in/out) any section of the graph.

Working with tracks
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TrackView: user Interface

The trip track on the map also possesses unique features enabling it to work in parallel

with the graphs. If you left-click the track, a cursor will appear on the generated graph to

let you know where the specified track point is located.

Working with tracks

Parking indicators work in sync with the selected graph. If you left-click the parking

marker, the system will immediately display information about the parking duration,

while the time interval of the specified parking will be highlighted in red on the graph.
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TrackView: extra features

GPS Mileage;

time in trips;

parking time;

interval beginning;

speed graph;

graph of altitude above sea level.

Track View can generate personalized reports. The app supports generation of unique

reports tailored the user's individual needs. By default, the following reporting data is

available in the app:

Generating unique reports

If this data is not enough, or if the user does not need certain data, it is possible to

configure a personalized report.

To create a personalized report, please, log in to the Wialon user account. Next, create a

new report template.
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TrackView: extra features

parking;

stops; 

gas stations; 

fuel thefts;

geofences;

any other events.

Handy options also include displaying any marker selected in the report template settings

on the trip track:

Generating unique reports

Once the personalized report template is created, it will become the only report template

addressed by Track View. Report execution results will be displayed in the Track View's

workspace under the Report tab.
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